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(Personality). A collection of 54 of this music legend's greatest tunes, including: Annie's Song *

Follow Me * Leaving on a Jet Plane * Rocky Mountain High * Sunshine on My Shoulders * and

more, plus a biography and John's reflections on his many memorable songs.
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So I love John Denver. While he is more my mom's generation than mine, a roommate in college

loved him and I grew to love his music as well.I don't play guitar and I don't sing, but I love to play

the piano. This book has all of my favorites, like "Perhaps Love", "Leaving on a Jet Plane", "I Want

to Live", "Annie's Song" and "The Garden Song". I have played most of the 50 plus songs and find

them fairly easy to pick up and just fun to play. My respect for John Denver as a musician has also

increased. If you are a John Denver fan, most of the songs you want will be in this book.One

disappointment is that some of the lyrics are not right. I double checked with John Denver's

recordings. It's almost like a they couldn't find the lyrics and no one had written them down and

someone listened to the song and wrote down what they thought John Denver was singing. As I

mentioned above I don't actually sing, since I can't carry a tune, this doesn't affect the play-ability of

the songs and I'd rather have the music and the wrong words than no music at all.

We're John Denver fans, I'm learning the guitar, and SWBMO (She Who Must Be Obeyed) is

returning to the piano after many years absence. This book fit all of our needs. It contains a good



variety of his songs and music and includes the chords and tablature which makes things a lot

easier for me.We're thinking about buying a second copy to make it easier for us to play

together.Our only "complaint" is that it is that we would have preferred spiral bound so it would lay

on the music stand better but that wasn't an option. Note that I am reviewing what I bought, an

excellent song book, not what I wished was different, therefore it is immenently worty of the five star

review. We "remedied" the binding with a quick trip to Kinko's where they cut the old binding,

laminated the front and back covers, and the spiral bound it, all for less than $10.Also, as a side

note, shipping was quick and very well packaged.

I am to sing one of these songs at a memorial service soon, and this easy arrangement is perfect for

me to rehearse. The other songs are great to have as well.Lots of good memories.

I've been looking everywhere for the original John Denver Anthology. It is out of print and hard to

find. I was thrilled to find it here and for a reasonable price. It shipped quickly and was just as

described. Couldn't be happier with it!

Great mid-level ability songbook. Wonderful selection of Denver's songs to play! Only negative that

is that the book is very thick and is hard to use at the piano. Highly recommended.

Great book for intermediate piano players. Although it doesn't contain " Eagles and Horses ", the

book has many of my favorites. I love how John's music persuades us to love the earth GOD gave

us and want to take care of the beauty all around us. I know he and his music was an inspiration to

us all.

Quick delivery, new book.

This is the largest collection of John Denver, piano arrangements I have ever seen. And they are

good beginning to intermediate arrangements. Also some guitar. The fullest arrangement of

Sunshine on my Shoulders is my favorite, but there are many others too, some very easy.
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